Modification of the Pasquill atmospheric diffusion equations for estimating viable microbial airborne cell concentrations downwind from a continuous point source is presented. A graphical method is given to estimate the ground level cell concentration given (i) microbial death rate, (ii) mean wind speed, (iii) atmospheric stability class, (iv) downwind sample distance from the source, and (v) source height.
Microorganisms may be introduced into the atmosphere from various sources, transmitted downwind via the airstream, and finally deposited on some surface (B. Lighthart, A. B. Akers, and J. C. Spendlove, in press). The airborne microorganisms may originate from human sources and activities, such as dust generated by urban and rural vehicles (J. W. Roberts, M. S. thesis, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, 1973 ), manufacturing processes, and construction. Microbial aerosols may be produced also from solid waste and sewage treatment plants (26; C. R. Albright, M. S. thesis, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, 1958; B. Lighthart, Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, 1967), talking, coughing, sneezing (3), and skin shedding.
Nonhuman sources of airborne microbes may be aquatic, such as bubble bursting of microbial-laden surface films of rivers, lakes, and oceans or from spray generated by breaking waves (20, 28) and rainwater splashes (2, 27) , or terrestrial sources, such as dislodgement from vegetation or soil as a result of wind action or thermal convection (10) (11) (12) . A new and potentially significant source of airborne microbes could be those originating from huge air draft cooling towers associated with nuclear and fossil-fueled power plants. The source of microorganisms is the water being used as the liquid coolant in the towers.
While airborne, microbial death is a function of many factors, including cellular physiological differences (1), relative humidity (9, 15), temperature (8) , oxygen concentration (4, 16), light (22) , and air pollutants (7, 17, 19, 23) . Depending upon the quality and quantity of these factors, the death rate (see reference 6 for definition) may increase or decrease (e.g., 17).
Deposition of airborne bacteria may be by gravitational fallout, wind impaction of particles onto surfaces, and other mechanisms (13, 14) .
It is the purpose of this communication to present a relatively simple graphical method to estimate the potential concentration of viable microorganisms at ground level downwind from a continuous point source given: (i) microbial death rate, (ii) wind speed, (iii) atmospheric stability class, (iv) source height, and (v) microbial source concentration. METHODS Microbial diffusion model. The downwind concentration of viable microbes may be estimated by using a modified Pasquill inert particle dispersion model (21, 24) . The inert particle dispersion model is an empirical model, based on many observations of the dispersion of tracers in the atmosphere. For this reason we used it as the basis of our calculations of the numbers of microbes downwind from a source. We can use this model if we know: (i) the initial concentration of cells at the injection site, (ii) the death rate of the microorganisms in the ambient atmospheric after injection, and (iii) the meteorological conditions (i.e., wind velocity and diffusion factors) about the injection site.
The microbial death rate (X) in the "real world" atmosphere is a dynamic function of many biological and environmental variables and, to our knowledge, has not been measured. Laboratory measurements of the death rate of airborne microbes as a time function of several variables (see B. Lighthart, C. Mason, G. Vali, and R. Edmonds, in R. L. Edmonds (ed.), Ecological Systems Approaches to Aerobiology, in press, for a description of these variables) have been made under steady-state and, to a limited extent, dynamic environmental conditions (15) . Because of the lack of data describing death rates in the natural environment, it is assumed for the purposes of this communication that laboratory-700 on September 28, 2017 by guest http://aem.asm.org/ Downloaded from measured values will at least roughly approximate mean death rates in the dynamically changing atmosphere. Laboratory measurements vary from very rapid death rates for sensitive cells in hostile environmental conditions, e.g., A = 10-4/S, to moderate death rates, e.g., X = 10-'Is, to negligible rates for certain endospores (see Table 1 ). In any event, they are the only measurements we have and must suffice for the moment.
Atmospheric dispersion of inert materials [X(x,y,z:H)] from a point source, given the source height (H) and meteorological conditions (see Table  2 for categories of weather conditions [24] ), may be predicted by Pasquill's models:
X(x,y,z:H) = Q/(2HI(cor,)U)
where X is number of particles per cubic meter, Q is number of particles emitted from the source per second, U is mean air speed in meters per second, and a,,, o-, are the diffusion factors in the y and z plans and are functions of meteorological conditions and downwind distance from the source. The source height (H) and x, y, and z are coordinates, all in meters. BD modification of dispersion model. The maximum number of viable particles remaining in the atmosphere after some time (t) depends upon atmospheric and cellular conditions. Knowing the biological death (BD) constant (X) under various specific conditions, we may modify equation 1 to account for these factors by letting X (x,y,z:H)BD = X(x,y,z:H)EXP(-At) (2) where X(x,y,z:H)BD is the concentration with a death rate, t is the average time in seconds for transit of the bacteria, and X is the microbial death constant b The degree of cloudiness is defined as that fraction of the sky above the local apparent horizon that is covered by clouds.
(per second) experimentally determined for the particular atmospheric conditions. We may approximate i by x/U. Thus equation 2 becomes X(x,y,z:H)BI) = X(x,y,z:H)EXP(-AxIU)
where X(x,y,z:H)BD is the concentration of microorganisms per cubic meter with the microbial death constant included. Figure 1 shows examples of computed viable cell concentrations downwind from a continuous point source for the given conditions. Knowing the microbial death constants, atmospheric conditions, a-,,, and cr, we may apply this model to give the concentration of microorganisms as a function of the distance (x) from the source with some effective height (H). If the death rates change with time, equation 2 can be modified to account for this change. For example, let X, be the first death rate until time t,, and let X., be for times greater than t,. Then X(X,YZ-:H)BD = X(x,y,z:H)EXP(-X,t) for t c t, (4) Since the mean distance traveled in time t is x = Ut (5) then x(x,y,z:H)B,D, = X(x,y,z:H)EXP(-X,x/U) (6) forx <x, (wherex1 = Ut1), and X (x,y,z:H )B, = X (x,y,z:H )EXP(-X,x,/U) (7)
*EXP(-X, (x-x, )/U] for x < x, (see reference 18 for further details). Once this function is evaluated for a certain source height, stability class, wind speed, and distance, one can use any death rate to evaluate the ratio of the concentration, X, to source strength Q. For convenience, g versus x for several source heights are shown in Fig. 2 for the stability classes defined in reference 24. With these figures, the user can estimate the viable microbial concentration downwind at a distance from a source of height H and strength Q and for a given stability class and death rate X.
EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION
The question asked was how many viable microorganisms at ground level (i.e., sample height = 0) are there per cubic meter downwind some distance (x in meters) from a continous point source, given an emission source strength of Q bacteria per second? One must first know or estimate (i) the microbial death constant (X in seconds) under the prevailing atmospheric conditions, (ii) the mean wind speed (U in meters per second), (iii) the meters downwind from the source, (iv) the atmospheric stability class (Table 2) For example, a hypothetical 200-m-high point source (H) might have an emission rate, Q, of 1010 bacteria/s in particles assumed to be distributed about a 10-gm diameter (Lighthart et al., in press ). Assuming that these viable particles were dispersed from the source into a class "A" stability atmosphere with winds of 10 m/s, using our calculations, one might expect that viable bacteria having a mean death rate (X) of 10-'/s (e.g., see 'n ,4_ _ development, microbial death mechanisms, atmospheric injection phenomena, and particle sizing of airborne microorganisms will result in more precise estimates of airborne microbial loads downwind from sources.
